Mavin Klipsch Foster Cabinet .70 cf.

A simple clean and quick 1/2 half sheet project. Use 1/2 sheet 3/4" plywood, mdf, particle board, or any other suitable material build.

This is .70 cf. cabinet design. It is spot on perfect for the Klipsch Foster woofers. No porting, tuning, etc.. is required.

With the design, you have a couple of options. You can use as a Bookshelf, or small floor standing tower. In application, you use the TWW layout for three drivers. You can also use this design for a center channel. The only modification required is to change to a WTW horizontal alignment of the drivers.

Edge detail on the top, bottom and sides. Where they mate, we use a 45 degree bevel to create a nice finished edge. The front of the cabinet mounts to a flat front edge. The rear is recessed and flush mounted to cleats.